Activity: Read pages from the Moon book and answer comprehension questions using IQIA.

Key Content/Modeling
Open the thinglink and read pg 72 from The Man Who Went to the Far Side of the Moon. Answer the comprehension questions, and view the videos.
https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1324163983824912387

Remember to include the question in the answer (IQIA). For example, with the question:
What job was Michael Collins offered for Apollo 17?
The answer would be: The job Michael Collins was offered for Apollo 17 was _________.

Do Imagine Learning - site code 5308700

You Try
1. https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1324163983824912387
2. Read page 72
3. Answer the questions for pg 72
4. Do Imagine Learning – site code 5308700

Show me what you know (Proof of learning)
You can email me your work, or submit it in TEAMS.
You will find links to the pages in TEAMS, in this email, or on my SWAY site.

Self-Assessment
How did I do? Choose one:
I got it!                  I did okay, but have questions.          I'm lost.

Email me with any questions. bjonesg@tacoma.k12.wa.us

Priority Standard(s):
CCSS. L.3 We can use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing.
CCSS. RL.1 We can cite textual evidence to support what the text.

ELP.6-8.1 - I can construct meaning from literary and informational text through reading.
ELP.6-8.10 – I can make accurate use of standard English to communicate in grade-appropriate speech and writing.

What am I learning?
Learning Target:
CCSS. RL.1 I can cite textual evidence to support what the text using IQIA.
ELP.6-8.1 - I can answer the comprehension questions.

Language Target:
ELP.6-8.1: I can accurately answer the questions from my reading.

How do I know I learned?
I will know I am successful when I:
1. Read page 72 from Moon book
2. and answer the comprehension questions by including the question in the answer (IQIA).
3. Do Imagine Learning

Extra Learning Opportunities
Read, read, read! In Both English and your other language! You can also do Duolingo.
Use the link to access the interactive page.

https://www.thinglink.com/scene/1324163983824912387

This link will give you a better copy for this page:

https://tps10-
my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/bjonesq_tacoma_k12_wa_us/EYv5W9EWiQRPs0ctsLMwaOs
BaMGdjWR1_F1QEtzL3FyWVq?e=fjCteQ
Moon bk pg 70 questions

1. How many moon landings have there been?
2. When was the last moon landing?
3. How many years ago was that?
4. Do you think we should go back to the moon? Why or why not?
5. Do the things they left on the moon decay? Why or why not?
6. Why did they leave so many things behind?
7. What did Alan Shepard leave behind?
8. What is a buggie?
9. How many flags did they leave behind?
10. Why did they leave behind the lunar modules? (didn’t they have to fly them back?)
11. What is a sculpture?
12. What sculpture did they leave behind?
13. What did it represent?
14. What does unverified mean?
15. What does memento mean?
16. How many people worked on the Apollo missions?
17. How many astronauts went to the moon?
18. How many pounds of Moon rocks did they bring back?
19. Would you like to leave your footprint on the moon? Why or why not?